**ACTING TOGETHER – DEUTSCHE POST DHL GROUP REFUGEE AID INITIATIVE**

**We want to...**

...provide **vocational orientation** for refugees.

...**strengthen social engagement** among our employees.

...enable access to education for refugee children and young people in transit.

**By...**

...**offering internships** with the prospect of training and employment.

...motivating employees in our branch offices to support refugees in their local areas.

Here, we cooperate with experienced partners and provide financial resources and coordinators.

...**launching a pilot scheme** to develop models for Education in Emergencies and working closely with SOS Children’s Villages and Teach For Lebanon to achieve this goal.

**REFUGEE AID FACTS & FIGURES***

*from 2015 to 2019

- almost **12,500** **...jobs** for young-adult refugees throughout Germany
- more than **1,000** **...internships** for refugees
- more than **250** **...vocational training contracts** for refugee youth nationwide
- more than **100** **...coordinators** to act as contacts for employees, aid organizations and local administrations

*Deutsche Post DHL Group*
As a company operating in Germany and worldwide, we work with many partners to aid the integration of refugees. This builds on the long-standing tradition of Group employees volunteering to work with charitable organizations.

Frank Appel, CEO
Deutsche Post DHL Group

“As a company operating in Germany and worldwide, we work with many partners to aid the integration of refugees. This builds on the long-standing tradition of Group employees volunteering to work with charitable organizations.”

Teaching specialized “welcome” classes for child refugees: teachfirst.de
Vocational integration for young refugees with special support requirements: joblinge.de
Reading out loud for integration: stiftunglesen.de

Nationwide platform for businesses integrating refugees: unternehmen integrieren-fluechtlinge.de